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First of all congratulations must go to the Richmond Tigers and the Melbourne Storm for their emphatic wins over the 
Adelaide Crows and North Queensland Cowboys respectively.  Commiserations to these two �nalists but on the day the now 
reigning Premiers had their measure.

The month has been very busy as the orders continue to increase.  It may be considered conceited but the optimal tyre 
pressure message the company has been promoting for several years now is being widely accepted and appreciated by the 
transport industry.

To continue the message, our Managing Director, Mr Chet Cline, used the Grand Final long weekend to accept an invitation 
from the CFA in Hopetoun to give a presentation and �eld demonstration of the AIR CTI tyre in�ation System.  The ease which 
a sand bogged CFA truck was able to extradite itself and continue on its journey demonstrates this innovative technology 
thoroughly.  For those interested in viewing the video will be on our facebook page later this week (see aircti).
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THE ULTIMATE
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Caryl Ginders, one of our expert �tting team members, 
is seen here �tting up Beulah CFA truck with the AIR CTI 
tyre in�ation system last week prior to its return 
journey.

MORE SAFETY FOR THE CFA
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THE AIR CTI TEAM WELCOME YOU TO OUR COMPANY’S
FIRST NEWSLETTER

October 2017

TYRE TORQUE
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The major topic of conversation at the moment is Whole Body Vibration and the potential long term medical detrimental 
a�ects this disease is having on our �ne hardworking truckies.  

So what is WBV and what can and is being done to stop it?

Whole-body vibration (WBV) comprises the transfer of relatively low-frequency environmental vibration to the human 
body through a broad contact area.  Transmission occurs through the feet when standing, the buttocks when sitting (most 
common scenario) or the entire body length when reclining in contact with the vibrating surface.

WBV exposures exist in many occupational settings, eg driving a heavy vehicle.  The problem is ex asperated because each 
individual organ has a natural frequencies that can resonate with vibration energy received at those frequencies.  

Resonate frequencies for individual 
body parts

The result is a condition in which the body or a part of the body 
will vibrate at a magnitude greater than the applied vibratory 
force. In response, muscles will contract in a voluntary or involun-
tary manner and cause fatigue and areduction in motor perfor-
mance.

Resonance of the body or its parts due to WBV causes adverse 
health e�ects, especially with chronic exposure.  These include 
interference with or irritation to the lungs, abdomen or bladder as 
well as adversely a�ecting the digestive, genital/urinary and 
female reproductive systems.  It can e�ect vision and is a cause of 
back pain as well as contributing to sleep apnoea.

Between 2000-01 and 2007-08, there were approximately 400 
workers’ compensation claims per year for injuries or illness that 
resulted from exposure to vibration.  These amounted to approxi-
mately $61 million in workers’ compensation payments over the 
eight years and had an estimated total economic cost of $48 
million annually (Safe Work Australia 2009).
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However, many of the adverse health conditions caused by exposure to vibration have long latency periods. For example, 
the latency period for the ‘blanching’ stage of vibration white �nger can vary from two to 16 years and the ‘numbness’ 
stage from two to 12 years.  Consequently, workers’ compensation data do not adequately capture health conditions with 
long latency periods and therefore, it is likely that workers’ compensation claims signi�cantly underestimate the preva-
lence of the adverse health e�ects related to vibration exposure in the workplace.

In addition, many Whole Body Vibration injuries are considered part of “life” and drivers are completely unaware that the 
vibrations they are exposed to on a daily basis are slowly killing them.  Thus WBV not only a�ect lifespan but also quality 
of life.  The latter e�ecting not only the driver but their families as well.

A DISEASE THAT CAN TAKE UP TO TWENY YEARS OFF YOUR LIFE
IS NOT JUST PART OF LIFE!!

At AIR CTI we take Whole Body Vibration seriously and the AIR CTI Tyre In�ation System is the �rst and easiest step any 
driver can take toward its elimination.  The company is making representations to State Roads, the NHVR and to various 
politicians, including the Hon Mr Darren Chester MP, the Minister for Infrastructure and Transport and the Deputy Leader 
of the House to address Whole Body Vibration.
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ANOTHER MAN CHERRY PICKER IS FITTED WITH THE AIR CTI 
TYRE INFLATION SYSTEM.

AIR CTI Managing Director, Mr 
Chet Cline, passes on his extensive 
knowledge to AIR CTI �tting team 
member Matthew Milne during 
the  �t-up this week.

Matthew has been with AIR CTI for 
nearly three years now.

TECHNICAL

TALK
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AIR CTI Managing Director, Mr Chet Cline, attended an ARSTA meeting last week where he campaigned strongly for the 
adoption, by members of the transport industry, of system of best practice within their industry.

Mr Cline pointed to a European system, FORS, that has been in successful use in Europe as the type of regulation system 
that would work extremely well in Australia.  In fact, the system would expand con�dence in each other members simply 
because it would guarantee a minimum level of quality.

So what is FORS?

The Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) is a voluntary accreditation scheme that promotes best practice for 
commercial vehicle operators. FORS encompasses all aspects of safety, e�ciency, and environmental protection by 
encouraging and training �eet operators to measure, monitor and improve performance.  The system certainly has prom-
ise and seems to be a step in the right direction.

Mr Cline is also to be the guest speaker at Rotary Cranbourne where he will speak on his long association with the 
transport industry and expand on his expert knowledge on optimal tyre pressures.
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Congratulations to team member Caryl Ginders who became a grandfather for the 
third time.  Granddaughter Zahra, mother Misa and father Ash are all doing well.  
Always the gentleman of sartorial elegance, Caryl wore his good T-shirt for the 
occasion!!

CONGRATULATIONS

STAFF TRAINING
Over the past month AIR CTI Workshop Manager, Stuart Vikis, and team member 
Alex McKenzie, have been studying mathematics twice a week after work.

After mastering Binary and Hexadecimal, counting in base 2 and base 16, these 
two young mathematicians extended themselves and can now count in any base.

Stuart and Alex have now put their  talents to trigonometry.  At �rst totally 
confused about it’s purpose they now realise that the world is really all about 
triangles, unit circles and pies — although not always in that order.

Well done lads — a  �ne e�ort in showing such initiative and determination.

INDUSTRY

NEWS


